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Option 
Number of 
People 

Individually-driven Fall pick up (this might be facilitated, but not specifically run by PUL) 49 

Individually-driven Fall 4 week session (this might be facilitated, but not specifically run 
by PUL) 42 

Indoor league play, with set teams. 49 

Indoor League Play, but with set number of players per cohort instead of set teams. 
Cohort plays together for the session. Each player brings a light and a dark so not 
always playing the same team. 47 

Assembling your own cohort of friends to take 1-2 hours of Spiplex time. 22 

Staying home on the couch. 30 

Virtual sessions. 4 

Other 8 



If you answered other, please let us know what idea you have. 
 

● I'd love to play. but there are far too many variables that can’t be controlled. thanks everyone 
 

● January.. no sooner esp. with Current rising Virus numbers. 
 

● indoor league but starting in Jan. + Winter outdoor tournament 
 

● Staying active in ways that don't require exposure to a large number of people whose 
whereabouts for the past two weeks are unknown to me. Alternatively, we could start our 
own Ultimate Frisbee commune where we can all be in the same bubble and shut ourselves 
off from the world, but unfortunately I need to make a living. 
 

● I would prefer any kind of outdoor play to indoor 
 

● ITS TIME TO KICK THE DOG ! 
 

● Not other, but would certainly appreciate some facilitation from PUL for individual or cohort 
league play. In the absence of some coordination from PUL I worry that only some people 
will be included in play which isn't in the spirit of the league. I think precautions can be taken 
to lower the risk of play to an acceptable level, with monitoring and adjustment as needed in 
response to epi. data. Thanks for asking 
 

● Keep up the great work. It just isn’t in the cards for me to play at the moment. And I sincerely 
fear the outbreaks that will be taking place as schools open up. 
 

● Stay safe. 
 

● Looking forward to a safe summer season 
 

● Not so much an idea, but just a thought I've had. If the Board were to run something in the 
winter, registration would likely occur in/around October, aka Flu Season. As many people 
are expecting, this could mean a lot of false positive Covid tests as people are getting sick 
with the Flu. As I'm sure you can appreciate, this will likely cause a lot of confusion among 
Board members and players. Just wanted to share my thoughts, hope this helps in some way 
:) 
 

● Until there is a vaccine I am not comfortable with opening up my bubble while playing a sport 
such as ultimate frisbee. 
 

● If a proposal was put forward that was NOT sanctioned by PUL could we still get insurance 
and not risk the organization ? I am coaching High School Age football players this fall in a 
league which is NOT sanctioned by the schoolboard. 
 



● Set teams may help accountability to safety within the team dynamic. Also, may help for 
tracking if someone is positive. 


